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sHRT GA]\TESrIA PUJA SI'NOPSIS

Switzerland, 7989

Shri Mataji addressed the Sahaja yogis at Ganesha puja in Switzerland. Shri Ganesha,
Shri Mataji explained, is the symbol of innocence. Innocence has to blossom in us so
that we enter the kingdom of God and enjoy the blessings of Shri Ganesha. The
collectivity of innocence is expressed in the detached behavior of children. lt is the
understanding that we are the means to express the Ganesha tatwa, the vibrations.

Shri Ganesha is easily pleased and is absolutely forgiving of our misdeeds before
realization. lt is this principle of forgiveness which allows children to be forgiving, not
remember sad things of the past and retain beautiful memories. The Ganesha principle
grows in children as they grow. However, human beings have the capacity of covering
their innocence. Sahaja yogis therefore have the responsibility of looking after the
realized children so that they do not cover their Ganesha principle or try to surpass
Shri Ganesha. Nobody can surpass Shri Ganesha, who is completely surrendered to
His Mother. Shri Ganesha respects His Mother; He is the power of devotion.

Sahaja Yogi parents especially have the responsibility to take care of children and love
them in a detached way. They have also to find the limits of how far to go with their
children, for their benevolence. A balance has to be struck. The parents should not
lose their tempers or be harsh with children, which might make children go astray, but
correct them in a way that they get corrected. They should talk to children and
convince them to respect their mother and the Holy Mother. Sahaj parents also should
not fight, misbehave or be disobedient to each other, but provide an example of
wisdom, morality and righteousness. Even animals like crocodiles are absolutely loving.
We have to give tender love to the children, appreciate their acts of wisdom, help the
Ganesha principle to grow and protect it from all attacks.

Shri Ganesha is the subtlest of the subtle and He is the greatest of the great. Being
subtle, the Shri Ganesha principle at Agnya gives us the understanding of the spiritual
dimension. That's why people close their eyes while meditating. Shri Ganesha helps
the meditative process. The Ganesha tatwa acts through the attention of Sahaja yogis.
lf attention is wasted, ascent is difficult.

Matter which has Ganesha tatwa awakened in it has the property of awakening the
Ganesha principle in whatever comes into association with it, such as vibrated wafer or
seeds. Because of this the Ganesha tatwa becomes the source of all miracles. Shri
Ganesha is complete sense and destroys gross nonsense. Materialism is harmful to
the growth of the Ganesha principle. Matter is to express the 'Vatsalya,' the motherly
attitude towards others. We should be kind, benevolent and motherly with others.

The Ganesha tatwa governs the Swadishthan and'creates beauty in the activity of
artists. Works of art which are of eternal beauty and emit vibrations have the Ganesha
tatwa in them. Works of art which emit vibrations have depicted the mother and child
relationship or have depicted innocence. All relationships between human beings and
God are through the Ganesha tatwa. The same relationship should extend to everything
that we have. The feeling of love between the mother and child is vibrations. The
awareness that the mother is the mother and she is bringing up the child and giving all
her powers as benelovence to the child is also vibrations.
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Shri Ganesha is vibrations in all matter. Shri Ganesha is Parama chaitanya, and
Parama chaitanya is nothing but vibrations. In Parama chaitanya all identities are lost
and vibrations remain. Parama chaitanya has everything inside. lt's nothing but
knowledge, truth and light. Our own lack of awareness that we are part and parcel of
Parama chaitanya creates the illusory state of ignorance. lt's the playful enjoyment of
God's attention (chitvitara) that creates the lack of awareness.

Parama chaitanya acts to prove divinity in miraculous ways. When we give a bandhan
the Parama chaitanya is put into action. Parama chaitanya works in everything - in our
talent, understanding, education. Some Sahaja Yogis do not know the working of
Parama chaitanya in their brains, some do not feel it working in their hearts, and some
do not have it active in their attention. lf the problems with the brain, heart, and liver
are worked out, the Parama chaitanya will blossom. Parama chaitanya gives mastery
over the elements and works everything out. But we have to be humble and respectful
to Parama chaitanya. lf we are all aware of the working of Parama chaitanya, Sahaja
Yoga will succeed.

Sfri ftisfrtxa guja Sgnopsis

England, August, 1989

Shri Mataji explained that Shri Krishna and Shri Rama are incarnations of Narayana.
She explained that Shri Rama lived the life of a perfect husband and a benevolent
king. As a married man, when His wife was away he led a life of complete chastity.
When people criticized Him for taking Sita back, He sent Her away and lead the life of
an ascetic to exemplify proper dharma. Many people afterwards misunderstood this
ascetism. They would not marry, they were serious and everything was done in a very
dry manner. Consequently, they lost their balance and became hot-tempered.

Shri Mataji explained that Shri Krishna came back to show that the whole creation is a
leela, which means that everything is fun, nothing is serious, dry or ascetic. He killed
many Rakshasas, and Rakshasinis, including his uncle, Kamsa, whose whole army He
fought alone with his power of play.

Shri Mataji narrated stories about stealing butter ahd other pranks from Shri Krishna's
childhood. She explained that in Sahaja Yoga children are worth all the wealth in the
world and they should be brought up with loving and caring guidance. Their little
pranks should be enjoyed. lf parents are too strict, their children are either extremely
perverse and rebellious, or they are dull. So one has to bring up children with great
love and understanding, but they should know if they misbehave.
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Shri Mataji said that in Shri Krishna's life we can see how many different facets of life
He has handled with great beauty. He was, after all, Virata with all the powers of all-
pervading power. When He became king He wanted to establish dharma in people.
Shri Mataji explained how Shri Krishna's 16,008 powers of Virata incarnated as women
whom he "married' - but He was Yogeshwara, absolutely detached.

Shri Krishna's essence is sweetness (Madhurya); His power was Radha and Her power
was Allad, which means joy-giving qualities. People who shout, scream, or talk loudly
or lose their temper catch on right Vishuddhi. For right Vishuddhi we should say the
mantra of Shri Viththal Rukhmini. Shri Mataji told the story about Shri Viththal
Rukhmini and Pundalikaksha.

She suggested that people who talk too much, who intimidate others, should rest and
take to Mauna, which means silence (no talking) one day a week. She humorously
noted that when people decide to take mauna on a certain day, they talk the most on
that day! Shouting is dangerous for the person who shouts because the right Vishuddhi
catches and the person can lose his voice. People can also become deaf, develop an
inferiority complex or become frightened in reaction to others' right Vishuddhi. Nobody
has the right to shout at anybody; such shouting will ruin the family system.

She explained that when Shri Krishna used to play his flute, the whole atmosphere
used to be absolutely quiet and peaceful. But nowadays people in the West like very
loud music which is stimulating and very harmful to the Vishuddhi as well as the brain.
Shri Krishna ultimately settles in the brain.

Shri Mataji explained that one should learn Shri Krishna's divine diplomacy: don't
shout; insiead, agree and keep changing the subject until you gradually bring ihings to
the right conclusion. She explained that the essence of diplomacy is 'benevolence, the
benevolence of the whole humanity." As Shri Krishna said, 'Satyam wadet, Hitam
wadet, Priyam wadet," which means, "Speak the truth which is pleasing and of
benevolence to others." Sometimes you can lie if it is for the benevolence of others.
We should also not avoid telling people what is right for them, especially if we are "in
charge,' as with children and family relations. Sahaja discipline is that you do
everything that is benevolent for you and for others.

In the left Vishhuddhi resides lightning, the Vishnumaya power, which is potential. She
shows her existence by roaring, shouting and exposing others, yet She is very subtle.
It is through the power of Shri Vishnumaya that miraculous photographs are revealed.
This power is in the dormant form in the left Vishuddhi. So, for example, it can make
a peison a great speaker at any moment. Also, we can expose peo$le.like lightning.
But Yogis should be balanced, sweet, kind and loving from the heart; they should not
shout or feel guilty. She added further that people who artificially become extremely
sweet (for example, for money) are going to hell because they are abusing the power
of Shri Krishna. We must achieve the witness _state in order to see what is wrong with
us.

Shri Mataji said at the end that Shri Krishna ultimately becomes Akbar in the Virata in
the brain, and people in whom this happens become brainy people who are intelligent
without ego, which She calls pure intelligence.
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Shri lia;tima fia $gmopsis, 1988
In this extensive talk, Shri Mataji reveals the power of the Gruha Lakshmi and the
proper balance of the marriage relationship. The principle of Gruha Lakshmi evolved
through the Divine and resides in the left Nabhi. This principle is depicted in the life of
Shri 

-Fatima, 
the daughter of Mohammed. She is always born as a daughter or sister

of the guru, in a relationship of purity and virginity.

Shri Mataji speaks of fanaticism as hatred, as a kind of a horrible poison which eats up
all that is beautiful inside. The Gruha Lakshmi principle was especially created to
overcome hatred. The housewife is the source of peace in the home that subdues
hatred.

The husband has to worship the housewife, for "wherever the housewife is respected,
there only the Gods reside." lf the wife is a bhoot, the man may be subdued and try
to please her out of caution or fear.

A wife who flirts with her husband goes against the basic principle of the Shakti, which
is the respect of one's own chastity. She must be obedient to her own righteousness
and virtues. Shri Mataji reminds us that as the husband respects the Gruha Lakshmi,
then the blessings flow. The wife's role is to remove the dominating forces of others
as she is the source of peace and joy. The Gruha Lakshmi principle depends on both
the husband and wife fulfilling their roles.

ln the West, women don't know their power or enjoy their innbr dignity. They talk too
much and too loudly with their hands, and even beat their husbands. lf a woman
treats a man in a manner that shows no respect, she loses her powers.

A Sahaja yogini, Shri Mataji emphasized, must always enjoy her generosity and be
willing to help and cook for others" They are the givers of food, the Annapurnas. The
wife has to be very generous and sometimes secretly give extra money to others.

The housewife is the one to bring sweetness and expressions of love so the family will
feel secure in her. This love is your power, which comes back to you 'like a poetry.'
Shri Ganapati will always be with chaste women and such women are extremely
powerful. Many great women have been housewives, Shri Mataji advised.

A man who is attrac'ted to women other than his wife will get blood cancer. A woman
with problems will get'asthma, or cirrhosis, brain damage, paralysis or dehydration.
Because the left nabhi is very important, it can become hectic and blood cancer can
set in. "The woman must be gruhasthis (satisfied), and settled in the household.

Most problems after coming to Sahaja Yoga are caused by neglect of the Gruha
Lakshmi principle. Neglec't of the Gruha Lakshmi principle causes the center heaft to
catch. Shri Mataji points out that a housewife has more responsibility than a leader in
Sahaja Yoga, but it is wrong for leaders' wives to think they have become leaders.

Shri Mataji compares the housewife to a raga, a form of music which penetrates the
ether into your spirit. The qualities of soothing and settling you down is the
responsibility of the housewife.
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Shri Bhairavanath Puja Synopsis

Milan, ltaly, August, 1989

Shri Mataji addressed those fortunate enough to attend Puja to Shri Bhairavanath in
Italy, saying that we have not understood the significance of Shri Bhairavanath, who
runs up and down the lda nadi cooling us down. She said, 'He plays tricks on hot-
tempered people to cool them down.n Shri Bairavanath and Shri Hanumana cooperate
to help people come out of the left or right side. Mother said that it is difficult for left-
sided and right-sided people to be collective; but moreso for the left-sided, who find it
difficult not to worry and to see the fun in any situation. We should try to enjoy the
positivity in every negativity, which is the capacity of a Sahaja Yogi.

However, left-sided people can be collective in their negativity, forming fraternities of
bhoots. In fact, always to see the negativity spoils our left side. We should come out
of left-sidedness by sitting with our left hand to the photograph and right hand towards
Mother Earth.

She talked of the qualities of Bhairavanath, who always has light in his hand; He gives
us light in darkness, thereby destroying negativity, wrong attachments and depression.
He also protects us from doing wrong, secretive or sly things, such as stealing.
Nothing can be hidden from Him. Those who don't change, he exposes, such as all
the false gurus. She mentioned that Bhairavanath incarnated ultimately as Mahavira,
who sits at the gates of Hell, saving those who desire to be saved. She urged us to
fight our negativity, become fun-loving, and enjoy others.

The Divine Cool Breeze - October 1989

About Mantro,s

Shri Mataji has advised that this is the proper order in which to say the Deities' names
in the mantras:

Shri Ganesha Gauri

Shri Brahmadeva Saraswati

Shri Laxmi Vishnu

Shri Hazarat Fatima-

Shri Shiva Parvati 
" 

'r\'...

Shri Sita Rama

Shri Radha Krishna

Shri Vitthala Rukhmini

Shri Jesus Mary
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Sayingp of Sfoi fiv{ntaii: 'A LAf* ufricfi Sfiinzs'

Supposing there is no oil in this lamp, it will all go off. lt has to have oil. lt witl go off.
So the dedication part is the oil in you is the attachment, complete attachment to your
source. That's the dedication. But that dedication should not give you any other ideas
but of a light which shines, which corrects others, guides the path of other people. lf
that is not so, then the source that you are tapping is not coming to you fully, and that
your light is not burning properly. So into Dedication when you go, you must not think
that it is any surrendering, that you become like a cabbage. But you become dynamic.
You become real power, not of destruction but of construction. I mean, for destruction
you do not need much power. Only for construction you need power, you really
require great power. And that power, sustained power, flowing power has to be there.
For that Dedication is needed.

Nirmala Yoga, V.5. 28 Jul.85 p.8

Holding onto your source of power you have to stand firm, courageously, without any
fear. That is the truth you have to achieve. That's very important. But this is only
one side of the story. That's not sufficient. Just being the truth, the aspect of one
side is there. But the other side of it is, that when this source comes to you, you
become the compassion. The truth and the compassion are one thing. You would -not

believe it, but it is so. Like the wick and the oil combine to form the light. lt is the
burning of the oil gives you the light. In the same way the compassion gives you the
truth. There is no difference whatsoever, only the state is different. That you cannot
see: the light which is oil, and the oil which is burning.

Nirmala Yoga, V.5. 28 Jul.85 p.8

So compassion is the one which is the source as well as your store. So from the
source of compassion you get your compassion. You see, I have seen people who
want to have comapssion from Me - they want that I should love them. But reflect it
back. Do they love others like that? | have known people say, for one says harsh
things to others, and comes and says to me, "Mother, forgive me,n or does something
harsh just for the whim of mind. But when you ask, what I would like to know, have
you given compassion to another person? Even after getting compassion from Me,
that source of forgiveness, that source of compassion, have you given compassion to
others? You see, if you are taking the advantage of .My,compassion, it should not be
one-sided that you use it for your own benefit and Iorget about it. Then you will never
grow. lf you have to grow, then you must store that compassion within. Whatever
compassion, love I have given you, you must store within you and give that back to
others; otherwise, you will be finished, stagnated. There has to be outflow.

6
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The Festiaal of DfuaIi

The festival of Divali (literally, "a row of lamps') lasts five days, beginning in the month
of Ashwin, which in India falls at the end of the monsoon season and the beginning of
Kartik (the first month of nwinter"). This year it begins on @ober 27th.

Divali is the festival of the harvest, to offer thanks to God and to celebrate the
blessings that God has bestowed. During the five nights of Divali, householders
express their joy by lighting small lamps inside and outside their homes and offering
worship. lt is a time when family members gather, feast, give sweets, exchange
presents, try to make children happy, and forget all of the bad things.

The first day: "Dhanatrayodashi" literally means prosperity. lt is the 13th day during
Krishnapaksha.

The second day: "Narakchaturdashi" (Narak, 14th day) was the day that Shri Krishna
killed the demon Narakasura in the morning and threw him into hell. lt's a good day to
sleep late, as the gates of hell are open in the morning. lt is the only day, Shri Mataji
has said, that we can fast.

The third day: "Laxmi Pujan' (worship of Shri Laxmi) is the day that Shri Laxmi is
worshipped. On this day, a Puja to Shri Laxmi is offered, and householders offer their
success and wealth to Her. Husbands honor the Laxmi in their wives with presents.
The ladies, wearing their finest, honor their husbands by offering aarti and by giving
them oil baths.

lhe fourth day: "Balipatipada' (Bali, 1st day during Shuklapaksha). This was the day
Shri Vishnu sent King Bali to hell. King Bali was a rakshasa who, by his penances
had acquired powers and riches and reigned over the three worlds. Shri Vishnu visited
King Bali in the form of a Brahmin of short stature called Vamana and asked King Bali
for a gift of land. King Bali, who was very proud of his wealth and considered himself
to be generous, asked Vamana how much land he wanted. Shri Vamana replied that
he only wanted as much as could be covered in three footsteps. After King Bali
agreed to this seemingly modest request, Shri Vamana covered the three worlds in
three strides and reclaimed it for his devotees. This day is also celebrated as New
Year's Day.

The fifth day: "Bhaubij" is the festival of brothers and sisters. This is the day that the
River Yamuna treats the moon as Her brothen"" On this day, sisters offer aarti to their
brothers, and brothers provide sweets to their respected sisters.

* The names of Indian holy days often refer to the calendar, which is in part based on
the lunar cycle. In the first 15 days of the month,(Vadyapaksha) the moon is waxing,
and the second 15 days (Shuklapaksha) the moon is waning.
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to the great delight of
aarti was performed. Then we heard the most beautiful flute music as Shri Mataji
entered the hall. Shri Mataii said it sounded like Shri Krishna Himself. Mr. C. P.entered the hall, Shri Mataii said it sounded like Shri Krishna Himself. Mr. C. P.

SHRI KRISHNA PUJA, ENGLAND, 1989

The setting for the Shri Krishna Puja was at a school in Saffron Walden, some twenty
miles from Shudy Camps in the Cambridge countryside. The previous night all the
Sahaja Yogis attended a most enjoyable music and dance programme at Logan Hall in
Bloomsbury, London. The main programme was given by the famous Nagpur
musicians led by the wonderful Baba Mama. Their performance was both breathtaking
and brilliant in its demonstration of harmony and virtuosity. Our Mother attended this
programme with Mr. C. P. Shrivastava; it was truly a radiant occasion. Following the
musicians the Pawars, an internationally renowned couple who are Kathak Indian
classical dancers and have danced in front of Shri Mataji many times before, gave
another extraordinary performance that included beautiful dances evoking the deities.
At the end of the programme Shri Mataji and all her party were garlanded by the
Sahaja Yogis, and Shri Mataji garlanded the Pawars, a glorious end to a glorious
evening. The festivities ended at midnight and most of us made our way back to
Cambridge that night.

The next morning we drove to Saffron Waldon and met the international gathering of
Sahaja Yogis at the school, where preparations for the puja immediately got underway.
Soon the artists among us were busy transforming the school stage into a 'mini
universe.' The three steps up to the stage were painted sky blue with fluffy white
clouds. The backdrop to the stage was painted midnight blue and dusted with stars,
comets, meteors, and galaxies. Over the stage the planets were suspended, including
a magnificent Saturn whose rings rotated above our Mother's chair. This was to be a
truly cosmic puja!

Shri Mataji had blessed us with fine sunshine that day so many of us were able to sit
outside and meet old and new friends alike. Early afternoon was spent in singing
bhajans and that evening we all assembled to await Shri Mataji's arrival in our midst.

After some time had passed it was announced that Shri Mataji would be later than
expected. She had suggested that Jose should entertain us with-some
to the oreat delioht of the Sahaia Yoois. Half wav throuoh. Shri Mr

ed that Jose should entertain us with some impersonations,
Sahaja Yogis- Half way thpggh, Shri Mataji arrived and

performance and Shri Mataji and Her family laughed uproariously as they recognized
Jose's impersonations. Following this the English led the bhajan singing and Shri
Mataji was overjoyed with their spontaneity. During the interval that followed Mr. C. P.
gave all the children presents - Micky Mouse tee-shirts that squeaked when you
pressed them. There was much laughter as we heard squeaks coming from all corners
of the auditorium. Shri Mataji also gave gifts (leather purses) to the English ladies.
After this Shri Mataji retired to eat with her party. By midnight many of us were feeling
sleepy and some were fast asleep. After some time Dr. Spiro announced that Shri
Mataji would be returning soon. lt was a beautifUl"moment when Shri Mataji ascended
the stage through "the cloudsn and took up Her place in "the heavens.' She was
overcome with joy to see the beautiful setting for the puja. For many of us staying
awake proved quite difficult at first but, as always, Shri Mataji's talk was brilliant and
entertaining ang as vibrations flowed we all nawoke." The puja ended at approximately
six in the morning, and Shri Mataji left about an hour later in the brilliant morning sun.

enrereo Ine nail, unn MaIaJt sato I sounoeo ilKe unn nnsnna Htmsetl. Mr. u. Y.
Shrivastave and some of Shri Mataji's family were with Her. Jose continued his

Gail Pottinger, San Diego
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THE INDIA TOUR, 1989-'90
As._you will .see__from.the programmer this year the Tour will once again start in
Vaitarna. Shri Mataii [as advised Sa.laj Yggis may join the Tour only-at Vaitarna,
ltlasif, Rahuri, Pune or Ganapatipule. lt will be possiblb to leave Ganapltipule directly
for the airport if necessary,_but. under these ciriumstances we will be 'resilonsible for
our own accomodations in Bombay. In the case of a group it should be bossible for
the transport to be arranged. In all such cases, either foi gr<iups or individuils, the tour
organisers should be informed as early as possible.

Ladies w.ill .be.provided with six saries together with petticoats and blouses. Men will
be provided with six kurta pyjamas. The cost of these will be in addition to the fisures
above: approx.imately.$62 per pqlsgn (1000 Rps). Men's underwear (banyans), t5wels
and caps will be available, but will have to be paid for separately.

Children aged six years.and above may cgTe but must be approved by Shri Mataji.
Please send a photograph as soon as possible of any such child.

Pregnant ladies may come only if they are between three and six months pregnant.
They must inform their leader iri such cases, and a photograph should be sent aisoon
as possible.

Sick people should not come, nor should people with badhas.

Marriages:

The proposals should be made in Vaitarna and in Pune. Those who are proposed
must. qet tg.know each other and then decide. Ihey should have been in Sahaj'Yoga
for at least two years, .unless they. fpw each other prior to Sahaj Yoga, for exainpldif
they wish to be remarried in Sahaj Yoga.

9ouples where one pg{ is not yet divorced cannot be legally married and the Sahaj
Yog?. ceremony.should be considered as an engagemenl (rheaning you cannot livei
together as husband and wife and produce children) until' the lej'al- formalities are
completed. This is because the children should not'have a stiqmia and we do not
believe in illegal relationships. Such problems apply to only a v-ery small number of
cou.ples. . For the rest, the best course is to imm6diately have th-e marriage legally
registered.

Those who got married last year and who have yet to obtain a divorce from their
previous marriage. should finalize the divorce arrang-ements before the tour if possible.
Lng"q who_.require. to. register their marriages r"y do so in Pune through Yogi
Mahajan. Those who last year got married tb girls from other countries must- finalizi
arrangements for their wives to join them in their own countries.

Shri Mataji has said that individuals.wishing.to make presentations to Her should give
the gift to the leader together with a photograph' of themselves and a wriien
explanation.of.the.significance of the gift. The gift should not be of any precious metal
or stone. lt should .ngt p.e expensive, but only h token. In any case, Shri Mataji says
it is going to be kept in Her p6rsonal archives.
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DOs and DON'Ts

1. We have to be disciplined in our moral behavior and also in the way we live in
every consideration for others. We are going on q pilgrimage, but unlike the olden
days we do not face any physical hazards. .Any discomfort that we do face should
remind us that we are seeking the comfort of the spirit, not of the body.

2. Regardless of the time we go to sleep, w_e must get up early and take our bath.
India is a very warm country and the Indian Sahaj Yogis take their bath in cold water.
We should b6 sure to be always decently dressed. By bathing in cold water, we will
avoid getting a cold; our cold comes from our liver. We should be ready for our
meditation by 7:00, or whatever time has been arranged.

3. There should be no exhibition of husband/wife relationship in the presence of others.
On the whole men and women should sit separately. There should be no kissing:
nromance" is best left in our own countries. There should be no flirting. This is not a
romantic holiday and not a sightseeing tour. We should take this opportunity to give
time for our spiritual ascent.

4. Whistling is considered very vulgar, lor example in music programmes. We should
cultivate dignity and serenity.

5. Decorum in behaviour, in speech, in living, and in public programmes is very
important.

6.ln dancing, some proper steps should be learnt. Forming chains is not necessary
and we will be taught how to dance Rasa properly.

7. We are on our path of spiritual ascent, so we should know that it is not decent to
talk or discuss about money matters, which anyway is a waste of time. All the group
leaders know about the money and the Indian leaders know how it is spent. lt is all
done through banks and above all Mother is there to oversee such things.

8. Nobody should insult anyone out of racialism or class consciousness.

9. Please pay attention to the instructions on the medical sheet. In matters of personal
hygiene we can learn a lot from our Indian brothers and sisters who have very high
standards in this respect.

10. Before eating anything raw it must be washed clean.

11. Ladies should not carry too many cosmetics. Nobody is impressed by that.
Luggage should be reduced to a minimum.

12. Any bag heavier than 10 lbs. (5 kgs) will be lett in Bombay.

13. Ladies should bring one decent dress which covers them properly, and men must
bring a suit and tie or jacket, trousers and tie. These can be worn for travelling to and
from India as a smart appearance is appreciated. No shabby, mod or casual clothes
are to be taken and jeans should not be worn.

10
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14. Clothes worn for sleeping should be loose. Jogging clothes and tracksuits are not
suitable. Kurta pyjamas can be worn at night. The men should not walk around the
camp in shorts; pyjamas at least should be worn.
15. Cameras should be marked with initials.

16. We must be careful with money, passports, and other valuables.

17. We must not allow strangers to enter the tents.

18. We should nol form into groups with other people from our own country.

19. The hairstyle should be neat and orderly. We should be like angels - clean and
neatly dressed.

20. The buses must be treated with care. We have had to pay large surcharges in
previous years because of damage.

21. Those who think they can abandon discipline while touring India, or who do not
like these suggestions, should kindly not join the Tour.

DECEMBER, 1989

Friday 15
Saturday 16
Sunday 17
Monday 18
Tuesday 19
Wednesday 20
Thursday 21
Friday 22
Saturday 23
Sunday 24
Monday 25
Tuesday 26
Wednesday 27
Thursday 28
Friday 29
Saturday 30
Sunday 31

JANUARY, 1990

Monday 1
Tuesday 2 -
Friday 12
Saturday 13
Sunday 14

India Tour ltinerarv

Vaitarna
Nasik
Nasik
Rahuri
Rahuri
Rahuri
Aurangabad
Aurangabad
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Brahmapuri
Brahmapuri
Brahmapuri
Kohlapur

Kohlapur

Ganapatipule
Alibagh
Alibagh
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Excerpl from The Astrologer's Hondbook!

Neptune

Neptune in Scorpio (1955/57-1970)

Neptune in the sign Scorpio indicates a period of exploitation of man's natural desires.
A few people have experienced spiritual regeneration and initiated a search into life's
inner mysteries, but many are marked by the exploitation of sex for commercial
purposes. Scorpio is the sex sign, and Neptune rules drugs. Loose sexual morality at
this time has led to widespread venereal disease, and the use of drugs as a
psychological escape has spread. There is much emotional intensity and confusion,
causing the turmoil in the unconscious to break out in such chaotic artistic phenomena
as rock music.

Many of the children born with Neptune in this sign will have clairvoyant abilities and
will be forced to acknowledge the need for spiritual regeneration when Uranus and
Pluto conjunct their natal Neptune position.

Neptune in Sagittarius ('1970-19e4)

Neptune in the sign Sagittarius has brought us into a period when the need for higher
religious and spiritual values will find positive expression. There will be a return to God
and a desire to spiritualize the larger social order. Even music and art forms will be
spiritually oriented. There will be much foreign travel and exchange of ideas and
religion with foreign cultures.

Mystical and occult subjects will be gradually introduced into the university curriculum.
Religions will put more stress on man's personal contact with God through his inner
being, which will result in the increased practice of meditation and the use of the
intuitive faculties of the higher mind. The mystery and the power of the mind will be
explored and developed as mystical arperiences become more common.

The negative expressions of Neptune in Sagittarius are likely to be aimless wandering,
as among the hippie generation, and fanatical adherence to misguided, impractical
religious cults, false prophets, and gurus. However, Neptune in Sagittarius will bring to
many the realization of the presence of the One God in Everything.

Neptune in Capricorn (1984-2000)

Naptune in Capricorn indicates a period to come in'which world governments will be in
chaos and economic and political structures will be brought to their knees. Out of this
chaos and suffering will come true spiritual responsibility and discipline, which will be
expressed in practical dealings.

'Sakoian, Frances, The Astrologer's Handbook. Harper and Row, New York, 1973.
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People will no longer have the luxury of abstract Sagittarius spirituality. In order to
survive they will be forced to incorporate spirituqlrty into their practical lives. Through
these experiences of the karmic summing-up of the Piscean age, many of those who
survive will reach new heights of spiritual attainment.
New forms of government and political concepts will be brought into being out of
necessity. The end of this period will produce the beginning of world government.

Neptune in Aquarius (2000-

Neptune will enter the sign Aquarius along with Uranus about the year 2000, which
marks the real beginning of the Aquarian age. At that time a new civilization will be
born, based on enlightened humanitarianism and on a science using new technology
and new forms of energy. This will mark the beginning of a thousand years of peace,
which was spoken of in the biblical Book of Revelation. The intuitive, clairvoyant
faculties of humanity will be highly developed, and universal brotherhood will be
established in practical reality.

Pluto

Pluto in Leo (1939-1957)

Leo is a sign of leadership and of expression of energy and power. Pluto in Leo
marked an era in which ataomic energy - which is ruled by Pluto, expressed through its
sign of exaltaion - was discovered and the first atomic bombs were exploded. For the
fir6t time in history humanity was faced with the awesome alternative of the total
destruction of civilization or undreamed-of heights in technological achievement. This
period began with the intense conflict of World War ll. In subsequent years many new
sovereign nations were born out of the former colonial empires of European nations. A
worldwide power stuggle took place between capitalism, represented by the United
States, and Communism, represented by the Soviet Union, a struggle that affected the
destiny of all mankind.

Pfuto in Virgo (1957-19721

Virgo is a sign of dealing with work, health, and the practical application of technology.
Pluto in Virgo has marked a period of revolutionary changes in employment, medicine,
and industrial production. Computers have revolutionized science, business, and
industry; labor unions have become powerful political forces, wisespread prepackaging
of food has been developed. Automation in industry has replaced many human
workers. Medical science has made startling strides and new discoveries.

The'introduction of 'psychedelic"drugs in the"early 1960s opened formerly unknown
realms of consciousness to the masses and brought about social upheaval among the
younger generation. As Pluto rules Scorpio, the sign of sex, and Virgo is the sign of
health, this period has seen the development of methods of birth control and a new
sexual morality. A drastic increase in chemical adulteration and pollution of food has
become a major concern, causing a movement toward natural foods.
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Pluto in Libra (1972-19e4)

Libra is a sign of justice, human relations, social expression, and psychology. While
Pluto is in Libra, man must renew his consciousness of responsibility for his fellows if
world destruction is to be avoided. As part of this awakening, new concepts of
marriage, law, and justice will be developed.

lf necessary regeneration in personal, national, and international relations does not
occur at this time, worldwide chaos and war will ensue during Pluto's transit through
Scorpio. During this period we must learn to settle domestic and foreign disputes by
law and arbitration rather than by armed conflict if civilization is to survive.

Pluto in Scorpio (1984-2000)

With Pluto in Scorpio worldwide conflict is likely to reach a peak of intensity.
"Regenerate or die" will be the order of the day, because Pluto rules Scorpio, the sign
of death and regeneration. There is no other planetary sign position of such potency.
This period marks the final death-gasp of the Piscean age; time will have run out on
human folly, and there will be no choice but to face the consequences.

Pluto has its fastest orbital motion while going through Libra and Scorpio. As the
biblical Book of Revelation says, "Unless these times were shortened there would be
no flesh saved.n The greatest danger of plague, famine, and atomic and biological
warfare will occur during the last twenty-five years of the twentieth century. From 1975
to 2000 Uranus is in Scorpio, and from 1984 until the end of the centruy Pluto is in
Scorpio.. In this period the human race will be forced by dire necessity to regenerate
itself in preparation for the Aquarian age and the year 2000.

Pluto in Sagittarius (2000-

Sagittarius is a sign of religion, law, philosophy, higher education, and travel. Pluto will
enter Sagittarius around the year 2000, marking a period of spiritual regeneration at the
beginning of the Aquarian age. At this time there will be a fundamental understanding
of deeper spiritual values among all people. Religions as lhey are known at present
will be completely transformed. There will be one world religion based on man's direct
intuitive communion with the One Creator. New spiritual leaders will arise to teach the
fundamental laws governing all life in the universe. The new world religion will
combine all the highest expressions of the great religions of the past, with a more
comprehensive scientific understanding of the underlying forces of life.

ART EXHIBITION

The announcement on the following page is an invitation to an exhibition of paintings
by a London Sahaj Yogi.
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ANN@UINJCIETMIENIITS

NON-PBOFIT STATUS IN AMERICA

Vishwa Nirmala Dharma has just received its letter of determination from the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service, which grants official non-profit religious status in America.
This will enable us to qualify for many discounts and programs which have been
inaccessible thus far, as well as aid us in our efforts to be regognized as a religion in
other countries. In addition, all contributions to Vishwa Nirmala Dharma in the U.S.A.
will now be tax deductible. Most importantly, the religious status will lend us greater
recognition in society at large.

A STEP FORWARD IN RUSSIA

You will be pleased to know that on October 18, 1989, Shri Mataji met with a yoga
conference group in the Ukraine in Russia where there were Russian representatives
from every yoga group imaginable. Afterwards She gave them realizationl

EARTHQUAKE IN SAN FRANCISCO

A big earthquake, which measured 7.1 on the Richter scale, took place at 5 p.m. on
Tuesday, October '17 in San Francisco, California. At least 300 people were killed in
damage that toppled part of the Bay Bridge, the main link between San Francisco and
neighboring Oakland. By Motherls grace, none of the Sahaja'Yogis were harmed and
their houses were not damaged. In fact, one Sahaja Yogi returned to his office after
the earthquake to find that his was the only desk in the office on which not a single
paper had movedl Another Sahaja Yogi, who was listening to one of Shri Mataji's talks
in her car when the earthquake struck, reported that she didn't feel a thing! Jai Shri
Matajil

SAHAJA ' 'HOLYDAY CAMP'' IN FRANCE

Last August, 49 of Shri Mataji's children, including ten aunties and uncles over twenty,
were together for a "holyday camp" at the Rennes-la Meziere ashram. During the
fortnight following the Shri Krishna Puja in England, these French and Belgian yogis
had the great chance to live this sweet and joyful experience of collectivity with the
blessings of Shri Vishnumaya. The whole atmosphere of simplicity was expressed in
the praise written in French and Flemish on the booklet made by the children for the
Raksha Bandhan ceremony: "Mother, establish purity in my relationship with others."

It has been suggested that an international itin€rant camp should take place in the Alps
next summer for children over thirteen who speak good English. Jai Shri Mataji on
behalf of all the lucky children who shared the holyday camp.

Devarshi, Brest, France
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[The Brest Center address is c/o Mr. Abalain/Helary, 149 Rue Paul
brest. France. Tel. 98.47.48.07. The Renne ashram address is
Coeuru, 5 Rue Melesse-La-Meziere 35530, Melesse, France.l

Masson. 29240
clo Marie-Joelle
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Sunday, Odober 22

Friday, October 27

Saturday, October 28 Florence

Sunday, October 29

Monday, October 30

Tuesday, October 31
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Sfrn fiv{ataji's ltinnaty

Return to London from Russia

To Florence, ltaly

Diwali Puja, Florence

To lstanbul

Turkey

GA\UENIDA\R

Sept. 30 Beginning of Navaratri Festival

Oct. 2 Birthday of Mahatma Gandhi

Oct. 10 Vijayadashami: Dasara
Puja to Shri l/ataji as Mahasaraswati

Oct. 14 Kojagiri Purnima (Full moon day)

Oct. 26-Oct. 31 Diwali Festival

Oct. 29 Laxmi poojan
Puja to Shri Mataji as Mahalakshmi
(New moon day)

Nov. 12 Full moon day

Nov. 13 Birthday of Shri Guru Nanaka


